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ionization and the first Townsend coefficient as a function of electric

performed an analysis to determine the recoInbination of the initial

of the avalanche charge is induced in the first 2 f.!s and that the av

alanche electrons only contribute approximately 10%.

The following calculation will illustrate this point: At a typical

electric field of 1.5X10 6 V/cm the mean free path for an ionization

collision (A. =1/a) is 0.35± 0.05 f.!' taken from ref. 3. We believe
c

that value to be Inore reliable than the value of 0.5 f.! reported in ref. 1

(fig. 6), but the choice does not Inaterially affect the argument. The

avalanche Inay be closely approximated as the abrupt separation of an

electron charge Q and an equal Xe+ ion charge at an effective distance

A. froIn the surface of the wire (the location of the center of gravity of
c

the avalanche). The electrons drift to the wire at their saturated drift

velocity4) of 3X10 5 CIn/s, in a time 10- 10 s. During this tiIne. a

charge of only 0.012 Q is induced at the anodeS) (assuIning an anode

A rigorous analysis
3) shows that only approximately 100/0field2, 3).
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that appeared in a recent article by Prunier et al.

in liquid-xenon single-wire cylindrical chaInbers.

Several basic errors appeared in an article recently published

by Prunier et al. entitled, "SaIne Properties of Xenon Liquid-Filled

Nuclear Deteetors" 1). The article describes an experiment to Inea-

sure electronic phenoInena in liquid xenon using single wire cylindri-

in their single wire proportional chaInber is equal to the total charge

terpretation of their experiInental observations.

(1) Prunier ct al. 1) incorrectly analyzed their collected charge

vs applied voltage data by assuIning that the observed charge collected

cal chaInbers. We describe below SoIne errors made in their in-

d iam of 7.5 f.! and a cathode diameter of 10 mm). An even larger frac

tion of Q is induced by the outward motion of the Xe+ ions during the

first 2 f.!s (a typical pulse-shaping time-the calculation is very insen

sitive to this value). During 2 f.!s, the Xe+ ions move outward 6 ) 5.1 f.!

and induce an additional pulse of 0.11 Q. The Xe + ion mobility 7) is

3 X10- 4 CIn2 volt -1 s -1. The remaining charge (0.88 Q) will be in-

very different. For Inany years this difference has been known to

separated in the avalanche. In general these two charges are
duced after the pulse has peaked, during the 0.74 s required for the

Xe + ions to reach the outer electrode.

exist in the analogous situation of gas-filled proportional chambers.

In addition, our Kroup in Berkeley has taken similar data and

The authors do not mention their pulse rise time or the mobility

of Xe+ ions, essential factors for the interpretation of their data.
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(2) Prunier et a1. ignore the recombination of the initial elec

trons and Xe+ ions, a process that occurs very soon after the pass-

L
P

o

A
E'

Prunier et a1. in section 4.1 is incorrect in both magnitude and

(6) In section 1, paragraph 4, it is stated that (when sufficient-

the only known condensed dielectrics in which electrons remain free.

ly purified) the rare gas solids and liquids, and semiconductors are

-1700 V cm per (= . ppm) which

-1The value A :: 7 per (rom· Vern . ppm) given by

Prunier et a1. are apparently unaware of research performed over

many years with room temperature hydrocarbons! 0,11) Note that

above 5 kV/cm, electrons travel faster11 ) in Si(CH3)4 than in any liq

uefied noble gas.

ours. For several years our group at Berkeley has been operating

liquid-xenon-filled single-wire proportional chambers
2

, 3), multi-wire

ionization chambers 12), and multi-wire proportional chambers13 -15).

Although there are serious errors in their analysis, the raw ex

perimental data of Prunier et a1. are in substantial agreement with

is evident from the original data shown in fig. 7. Furthermore, all

left-hand vertical scale markers in fig. 6 should be multiplied by 10

[so that A :: 500 Vcm -1 per (rnm . ppm) for O
2

in liquid xenon]. We

also point out that the horizontal scale in fig. 9 should read V/ cm

rather than kV/ cm.

units. The correct value is A

constant.

where ~ is the capture probability per mm drift, P is the oxygen
o

concentration in liquid argon, E is the electric field, and A is a

(4) In calculating gain vs voltage, Prunier et a1. as sumed that

the pulse height at the ionization plateau is equal to the number of

electrons that initiate the avalanche. This would only be true if all

the initial ionization occurred at the cathode, but in fact their 662

keY recoil dec I rons occur throughout their chamber. As a result,

the ionization J>ulse height plateau is approximately 100/0 smaller than

the electron chilrge reaching the anode wire, even when recombina-

(3) In section 4.2, it is explained why breakdown should occur

at gains of 65-100, in agreement with observation. This agreement

can only be due to cancelling errors, since in reality there are ap

proximately ten tunes as many avalanche electrons (and Xe + ions) as

Prunier et a1. assumed. Our analysis 3) shows that the secondary

emission coefficient '( is less than 3 X10- 4 , in contradiction to the

claim of Prunier et a1. that '( lies between 10- 2 and 1.5X10-
2

•

age of the recoil electron. As determined in ref. 3, 26:l: 2% of the

charge is lost in liquid xenon through recombination8 ) at 280 V/cm,

the average field in the chamber of Prunier et a1. at the applied

potential of 500 V. This is in agreement with the IIGain" of 0.75

shown in fig. 5 of their paper at 500 V, assuming an uncoliimated

source. We conclude that although the reduced pulse heights ob

served by Prunier et a1. at low voltage could in part be due to impu

rities, nearly all of the effect is due to recombination.

tion and electTlI/1 attachment have been properly considered.

(5) Ther,· are several errors relating to the electron capture

coeffic ient ii. ,.' rom the work of Swan9) and Miller et a1. 4)

Recently, we have obtained images of distributed '(-ray sources, using

lead collimators and a 24-wire liquid-xenon proportional chamber
15

).
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This rapidly expanding technology offers unique possibilities for stud

ies of the electronic states of simple liquids as well as important

applications in particle physics and medicine.
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